BROCK 25-Inch Diameter Boot System for Feed Bins

For ‘mix and match’ feeding versatility

Now you can get “mix and match” versatility with BROCK’s unique 25-inch (635-mm) diameter Boot System. This system can be used for livestock and poultry feeding chores and with all BROCK auger systems, including the durable FLEX-AUGER® Feed Delivery Systems. Twin transition option allows the use of two different auger models to service up to four separate feeding systems with one feed bin.

Designed for harder flowing feeds or high capacity feeding needs, these weatherproof, galvanized steel transitions and boots are available in either single or twin (shown) systems.

A - Boot with four auger systems servicing one building (Model 90 FLEX-AUGER® shown.)
B - Boot with three auger systems servicing two buildings (Model 75 FLEX-AUGER® shown.)
C - Boot with two auger systems servicing two buildings (Model 125 FLEX-AUGER® shown.)